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Abstract
Influenza is a major cause of sickness and death around the world and is one of the most important infectious
diseases confronting the world today. Influenza A virus is the leading cause of seasonal epidemic and pandemic flu
globally. Both epidemic and pandemic flu are found to be associated with the high morbidity and mortality rates
worldwide, but that pandemic is thought to have accounted for about 50 million or more deaths and is obviously a
matter of great concern, can cause a severe, easily transmissible disease among the community and everyone at
risk of infection. The purpose of this study is to describe the mechanisms by which the influenza A viruses can cause
epidemic and pandemic flu worldwide. In conclusion the extensive infection is mainly because the influenza A virus,
like other RNA viruses, has capability to undergo a continuous antigenic variation either via a point mutation causing
gradual change in the shape of the HA surface antigens known as ''Antigenic drift'' and it is found to be responsible
for seasonal epidemics or through a genetic reassortment that leads to a major change in the surface antigens
known as ''Antigenic shift'' and generation of entirely novel strains among the population with no pre-existing
immunity as a result sporadic pandemics will occur.
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Introduction
Influenza or flu is a contagious respiratory disease of birds, human
and many other mammals and it is caused by influenza viruses.
Influenza viruses are of three types A, B and C but only type A is found
to cause severe epidemics and pandemics among human population.
This is because the influenza A virus is serologically has several
different subtypes based on combination between their surface
antigens known as Haemagglutinin (HA) and Neuraminidase (NA)
[1], which are 18 and 11 in number respectively [2]. This serological
variation is thought to enable the virus toundergo a constant antigenic
variation to evade host immune system by using different mechanisms
and as a result new strains with new surface antigens will develop
which cannot be recognized by the pre-existing immunity arouse
against the older virus. Thus the new variants cause infection and
spread rapidly among the previously resistant population causing an
epidemic or my spread more extensively and globally causing a rare
pandemic [1].

Influenza A virus
Influenza A virus is an enveloped RNA virus that has two major
surface proteins known as Haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase
(NA) [3]. The HA is a molecule that responsible for binding to specific
receptors on the host cell surface where by which the virus picks up
and produces infection whilst neuraminidase molecule is an important
enzyme that releases new virus particles are produced by the host cell
and also cleaves sialic acid from the host cell surface and virion
envelope to prevent aggregation of emerging viral particles [4,5].
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Influenza A viruses are reported to have 18 different HA molecules
(H1-18) and 11 different NA molecules (NA1-11) on their cell surfaces
till now (Table 1) [2]. Based on the combination of these two proteins,
many different subtypes can be produced and each with a specific
immunity [1].
All influenza A strains are basically found in birds (with exception
of H17N10 and H18N11 which have only detected in bats) [2] and
only H1N1, H1N2 and H3N2 has described to infect human and pass
person to person (Table 1). In addition, there are some other strains of
the avian influenza A viruses can human infection such as H5N1,
H7N2, H7N3, H7N7, H9 [6], H7N9 [7], H17N10 H18N11 [2] but
hopefully they are still not found to transmit among human
populations and causing epidemics or pandemics [6].

Epidemic and pandemic flu
Epidemic flu is a seasonal outbreak that attacks many people at
about the same time and may spread through one or several countries
and it occurs due to re-emergence of the previous year’s virus strain
with a slight change in its surface binding proteins that may not be
recognizable by the body's immune system. Whereas, pandemic flu is
an extensive epidemic or a worldwide outbreak that caused by the
introduction of new influenza A virus strain that can pass easily from
person to person with no pre-existing immunity and everybody will be
at risk of gaining the infection [8,9]. By far four major influenza
pandemics occur globally in the 20th and the 21st centuries which are
Spanish flu in the 1918/1919, 'Asian flu' in the 1957/1958, 'Hong Kong
flu' in the 1968/1969 and 'Pandemic (H1N1)' in (2009–2010) and each
caused by different strains of influenza A. The most deadly pandemic
was the Spanish flu outbreak, which had caused the highest morbidity
and mortality rate among the population, probably more than 20
million people had died globally [5,10]. This is increasing the risk that
other pandemics may occur in the future either though the
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reintroduction of older avian strains (especially H3, H5 and H7 that
are now circulating among the population) or by the generation of
other new human strains [11]. Therefore, the well understanding of
influenza A strains and the process of their antigenic variation are
essential and would be useful in dealing with any other possible
epidemics and pandemics in the future.
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caused by point mutation and immune selection pressure that directly
leads to change of the HA epitopes (Figure 1). As it is well known,
epitopes are binding sites of antigen that can be recognised by the
components of host immune system, especially neutralizing antibodies.
Therefore, any changes happen to these epitopes may not be
recognition by the pre-existing antibody i.e. the new variant will
replace the older ones and it may no longer or less effectively be
recognized by the host immune system. As a result it rapidly spread
through the same population that had developed immunity to the
previous strain leading to an epidemic arise. The epidemic outbreak
occurs every few years and vaccines are updated every year based on
strains projected to be circulating to minimize the infection. However,
some people may still normally produce immunity against newly
produced viruses because they still have some similarity to the older
strains [12-14].
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Table 1: This table illustrate Influenza A virus subtypes reported in
human and animals [2].

Figure 1: This is a conceptual illustration of antigenic drift and
antigenic shift. Antigenic drift produces viruses with a slightlymodified antigens, which is shown here as a change in the circular
Haemagglutinins molecule to half-circular. Antigenic shift
generates viruses with entirely novel antigens, as shown here by the
change from a purple color to another color like red, green, yellow.
While antigenic shift is generally described as a process of a sudden,
major change of influenza A surface proteins (mainly HA) resulting
from the recombination of the viral genomes of two different strains
which may lead to introduction of entirely new strain into the human
population with little or no immunity to them (Figure 1). So that
everyone are at risk of acquiring infection and extensive epidemics or
pandemics will result. The source of these new strains is primarily
avian influenza viruses that found naturally in migratory wild birds
(the natural reservoir) [1,12-14].
Generally, antigenic shift are described to occur through several
ways: genetic reassortment; direct transmission and adaptation; reintroduction of old strains (Figure 2).

Mechanism of Influenza A Virus Antigenic Variation
The mechanisms of surface antigenic variation by the influenza A
viruses are commonly known as “antigenic drift” and “antigenic shift”.
Antigenic drift is typically defined as a small change in the HA antigens
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is found that it was probably caused by the re-emergence of the same
H1N1 virus subtype [10].

Conclusion
It is clear that influenza A virus is a real threat to human health,
mostly due to the presence of non-eradicable reservoirs among
migratory birds and the continuous capability of influenza A virus to
undergo antigenic variation to evade the host immune system either
through a slight gradual change in the surface glycoprotein's of the
previous subtype (antigenic drift) causing seasonal epidemics or by a
sudden big change in surface antigens (antigenic shift) with the
emergence of entirely new strain that can cause serious illness and
spread quickly from human-to-human resulting a rare pandemics.
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Genetic reassortment
It occurs through cross linking between two different strains of
influenza A viruses in a single host cell (Figure 1), where the RNA
segments from the two strains are mixed together during the new virus
particles reassembly. As a result, a third viral strain will arise which
contains the combined genes of both strains [12,15,16]. Pigs and
humans possess both receptors of human and avian influenza virus
strains so that they can be infected by both strains at the same time
leading to the mixed gene strains to emerge. 'Asian flu' in the
1957/1958, 'Hong Kong flu' in the 1968/1969 and Pandemic (H1N1) in
(2009-2010) are good examples that are thought to be caused by
genetic reassortment [10].

Direct transmission and adaptation
The direct transmission of avian influenza A, especially with a
highly pathogenic strain, has found to occur from birds to humans and
then by adaptation of the virus in humans. This adaptation has
occurred through changing the receptor binding site of HA from α 2,3
linked sialic acid receptors in avian cells into α 2,6 linked sialic acid
receptors in human cells by mutation. As a result, a novel human strain
might generate and be capable to transmit among the population and
causing a pandemic. The ''Spanish flu'' in 1918/1919 is an example of
pandemics that was thought to be transmitted by direct contact from
avian to human beings based on the characteristic features of genetic
material isolated from victims [10].
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